
NW TOOLBOX COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS â€¢ DIRECT RIVALS According into a survey conducted in Nov , eSchool News has found
that educators nationwide had been.

Depending on the nature of your group and the time available, let all participants introduce themselves.
Discuss and record the results. The more relaxed, friendly and constructive the setting, the more truthful,
comprehensive, insightful, and useful your analysis will be. The demand for oil increased so the demand curve
would shift to the right. The following steps describe how to conduct a SWOT analysis: Prepare the necessary
facts and figures before conducting the analysis. The most common users of a SWOT analysis are team
members and project managers who are responsible for decision-making and strategic planning. How do you
use your SWOT analysis? Strengths are the internal capabilities that put the business or project at a
competitive advantage, while Weaknesses are internal deficiencies that may inhibit or limit achieving the
goals. Legislation Do new federal requirements make your job harder An individual or small group can
develop a SWOT analysis, but it will be more effective if you take advantage of many stakeholders. If the size
gets much larger, some members may not participate. In this way, the SWOT analysis also supports valuable
discussion within your group or organization as you honestly assess. A SWOT analysis identifies your
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to assist you in making strategic plans and decisions. You
may know already if you've listened to those you serve. This understanding helps as you: Identify the issues or
problems you intend to change Set or reaffirm goals Create an action plan As you consider your analysis, be
open to the possibilities that exist within a weakness or threat. It helps to generate lots of comments about your
organization and your program, and even to put them in multiple categories if that provokes thought. Each
person or group offers a different perspective on the strengths and weaknesses of your program and has
different experiences of both. It is a strategic planning tool used to analyze the impact that the political,
economical, social, and technological factors might have on a business or a project. External Factors are the
opportunities and threats presented by the environment external to the organization or project and may
include: market trends, competitive position, economic conditions, legislations, political, technological and
sociocultural considerations. Although the strengths and weakness of your organization are your internal
qualities, don't overlook the perspective of people outside your group. The limitation of tin cans which aren't
biodegradable creates an opportunity for leadership in developing biodegradable containers. Pearson School
Systems PSS is dedicated to helping educators improve student performance by combining the power of
student information, assessment, reporting and business solutions. General areas to consider: Human resources
- staff, volunteers, board members, target population Physical resources - your location, building, equipment
Financial - grants, funding agencies, other sources of income Activities and processes - programs you run,
systems you employ Past experiences - building blocks for learning and success, your reputation in the
community Don't be too modest when listing your strengths. Opportunities on the other hand are events and
elements that the business or project could exploit to its advantage, while Threats are unfavorable events and
barriers that may have a negative effect on an organization or project. Strategic Management, 4th Ed. This can
be as simple as asking, "Where are we, where can we go? Is the bus company cutting routes? The quantity of
oil demanded will increase when the price of oil decreases. Jones, B. It allows to examine the gap between
where we are now and where we need to be in the future. It helps to spot the different external factors that may
affect your business and are beyond your control. Likewise, recognize that an opportunity can become a threat
if everyone else sees the opportunity and plans to take advantage of it as well, thereby increasing your
competition. Results are often presented in the form of a matrix Completing a SWOT analysis involves
identifying the key internal and external factors that are helping or hindering reaching your goals.


